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Abstract.  
The problem addressed in this paper is “how to set ambitious targets when 

improving or designing a product while these targets remain within the reach of 
the manufacturer”. Thus, improvements to be focused on are those which both 
have a significant positive impact on product performance and correspond to 
operational changes properly under control by the manufacturer. While some 
approaches in the literature have already addressed each of the two issues of the 
improvement problem, few deal with both of them at the same time. In this pa-
per we investigate a qualitative approach that conciliates both points of view as 
an optimization problem. The notion of interaction between any two objectives 
to be simultaneously satisfied is central in our framework. An illustrative ex-
ample related to the design phase of autonomous robot is provided. 

Keywords: multi criteria decision support, criteria interaction, conceptual de-
sign, performance management, qualitative reasoning. 

1 Introduction 

Competition in industry is becoming increasingly intense; therefore, in order to satisfy 
fluctuating demand and customers’ increasing expectations, deal with the competition 
and remain or become market leader; industries must focus on searching for sustaina-
ble advantages. The survival of a company is heavily dependent on its capacity to 
identify new customer requirements and develop new products [1]. However, dealing 
with new products or improving existing ones in today’s technology–driven market 
presents significant risks. Many constraints must be taken into account into the design 
or improvement phases [2, 3]. The number of components, functions, and interactions 
within complex products/systems is becoming so substantial that responding to the 
requirements of customers, and moreover at lower cost is anything but obvious [4]. 
To remain successful, manufacturers must adapt to an unprecedented rate of change in 
their processes and practices. Such a challenge requires large forecasting capacities. 
Industrials must be able to produce challenging but achievable goals. The correspond-
ing optimization problem to be solved for the industrial manufacturer is how to design 
new products or improve products according to customers’ requirements at the limit 
of what is technically feasible as he is aware of his available enterprise-level skills. 



 
 

Defining achievable targets is a matter of situation awareness to relevantly manage 
the balance between strategic ambition and manufacturing realism. Thus, improve-
ments to be made as a priority, i.e. targets that must be raised considerably, are those 
which allow both significant positive impacts on product/system performance but also 
correspond to actions that are derived from the expertise of the manufacturer. Indus-
trials are thus supposed to relevantly make a prediction about the positive impact one 
improvement or another one might have on the global performance of the prod-
uct/system but simultaneously be aware of the actions they can actually undertake 
with regard to their skill [5]. Forecasting the performances of a new product is far 
from obvious: it may be confusing to associate preferential interactions between goals 
and behavioral influences actions may have on these goals. This is further complicat-
ed by the qualitative characteristic of the knowledge used to do this forecasting: im-
pacts of changes in the system/product configuration upon the expected performances 
cannot generally be properly quantified. Defining achievable targets is thus a risky 
and not deterministic process. The two aspects of the problem that this paper address-
es when, improving a product or a system are: 

•  Assessing which performances should be improved first to maximize customer 
expectations [6]; 

• Identifying the configurations of the system that should best fulfill these expected 
goals [7]. 

Sequential management of these two steps may lead to non-convergent situations: 
expected goals do not necessarily match feasible ones. Identifying achievable goals 
necessitates a conjoint management of these two steps.  
Moreover, the problem is all the more complicated because knowledge regarding 
actions-and-goals relationships is mostly imprecise, especially in the preliminary 
stage of product design [8]. Two challenges are hereafter considered when improving 
a complex system: at the strategic level, which changes in system outputs would bring 
actual improvements that would best fulfill customers’ expectations, and at the opera-
tional level, how system configuration adjustments have to be carried out in order to 
achieve these targets. This paper is based on this semantic distinction to organize 
approaches in the literature and finally propose a unified framework. 
These two problems have been extensively studied in the literature. Nevertheless few 
works integrate both of them. The first point of view focuses on defining strategic 
targets without actual feasibility considerations [6, 9], which may lead to focus on 
unachievable goals. Conversly, the second point of view focuses on the capacity to 
achieve specific goals while not taking into account the commitment to do it [10, 11, 
12], which may lead to focus on meaningless goals for the strategic development of 
the industrial manufacturer. Some attempts seem nevertheless to be aware of the ne-
cessity to deal with both aspects when improving and designing systems [13, 14]. The 
MAUT-like formalism in [13] is attractive, but hides the difficulty of establishing the 
behavioral model. In [15], we proposed to identify the coalition of criteria to be im-
proved first using the index value defined in [6] while being the least difficult to be 
reached; both identifications are merged in a unique optimization problem, unlike to 
[7] where they are sequentially processed. This sequencing might lead to divergent 



 
 

cases where strategic targets never met feasible ones. The model in [15] avoids this 
misleading process, but is limited to deal with quantitative knowledge. Yet the diffi-
culty is still compounded by the only imprecise or incomplete data and knowledge 
that are generally available in the conceptual phase of design. In this paper, we pro-
pose to reformulate the problem defined in [15] in a qualitative framework. Adequate 
qualitative operators as Sugeno integral and median operator will replace quantitative 
ones: Choquet integral and weighted average. Section 2 poses the problematic and the 
unified approach with the related optimization problem and proposes redefining the 
two sub problems in a qualitative framework. Section 3 proposes an illustration with a 
case study and discusses the results. Finally Section 4 gives some conclusions and 
perspectives. 

2 Modeling policy aspirations and capacity to act 

2.1 Problem characterization and notations 

In order to study a complex system, we should characterize it by a set of parameters. 
For example, an autonomous robot can be characterized by several parameters:  type 
of rolling base, size, engine type, embedded energy capacity etc. Each configuration 
of these parameters is an instantiation of a robot. To check if there is an improvement 
when changing the configuration, the decision maker has to consider the objectives 
that have to be achieved by the robot in terms of autonomy, reliability, mobility, cost 
etc. The possible configurations perform different outputs that more or less satisfy the 
objectives. In a general context, let a system be characterized by its 
ters	��, ��, … ��. Let Γ be	the set of all possible values of the vector	(��, ��, … ��). A 
system is then defined by a configuration	�	�	Γ. Improving a system is to make it 
evolve from a configuration �	�	Γ to a configuration �′	�	Γ	 which gives a better satis-
faction of the objectives that have been fixed for the system under cost constraints 
(money, risk, time etc.). Let us denote	 = {1,2, . . �}, the set of criteria.	The system 
performance is evaluated by its elementary performance measures		��, ��, … ��. An 
action �� is associated with each change of parameter ��. The set of actions is denoted 
by	�. As there are operational constraints over the set of actions, some of them cannot 
be performed together: they are said to be mutually exclusive. We define an action 
plan denoted �� as a subset of non-exclusive actions in A. We are searching among 
the available action plans	��, the ones that better improve the customer’s satisfaction 
and that are compliant with the capacity of the manufacturer to apply them. The 
greater the number of individual performances to be improved, the more difficult it is 
to find the proper action plan. 
Optimistically, one can seek for an action plan that improves all objectives associated 
to the system. But, it can be more relevant for the decision maker to improve a subset 
of criteria � of  that leads to reasonable satisfaction degree when the improvement is 
written-down to its achievability. For	� ⊆ , let �(�) denote the degree to which im-
proving criteria of � seems achievable considering the available actions; and �(�)  
the expected degree of satisfaction the improvement on criteria in � should provide. In 



 
 

[16], we proposed an optimization problem (1) in a multi-criteria aggregation frame-
work to identify the set of criteria �∗ that maximizes the expected degree of satisfac-
tion under achievability constraints:    

 � max#⊆$�(�)
%&'�()*	*+		�(�) ≤ �(�)        (1) 

The problem can be seen as a multi-criteria decision making problem subject to feasi-
bility. However, feasibility has little to do with explicit operational constraints. �(�) 
rather assesses how much confidence there is that the actions the manufacturer in-
tends to commit will give satisfaction. The idea is to make comparable the degree of 
confidence in achieving one goal and the expected degree of satisfaction this goal 
would provide. 

In [15], �(�) and �(�) were defined in a quantitative setting. In this paper we pro-
pose to redefine these quantities in a qualitative setting. Indeed, the system’s response 
to configuration changes and the decision-maker expectations are generally only im-
precisely and incompletely known during the conceptual design phase. Expected ben-
efits and achievability of targets are assessed through adequate operators in this quali-
tative framework. 

2.2 Qualitative characterization of the capacity to achieve a subset of criteria 

The qualitative approach involved in this section has been originally proposed in [7, 
16] and is summarized in the following. It models the impacts that actions have on the 
system’s performances. It covers three sub problems:  

• how to characterize the impact of one parameter change on a given performance?  

• how to merge the impact of several parameters’ changes on a given performance? 

• how to assess the overall impact a configuration may have on a set of criteria? 

 Let �-(�.)  denote the degree to which the action �. may support performance		�-. As 

soon as �-(�.) >0, the action �. contributes to the satisfaction of the criterion	/. Let 

0-(�.) be the degree to which the action �. may distract the performance		�-. As soon 

as 0-(�.) >0, the action �. harms the criterion	/. The qualitative action-performance 

relationship has then to be extended to action plans. The major difficulty is that for a 
given action plan �� and a criterion	/, several actions in �� may affect 	�- positively 
and several other actions in ��	may affect 	�- negatively. What is then the resulting 
effect of �� on the performance	�-? To answer this question, standard multi-criteria 
approaches cannot be applied since both positive and negative impacts on perfor-
mance level are considered here.    



 
 

Indeed, the estimation of the merged impact of an action plan naturally depends on 
the system behavior, as well as on the designer’s/operator’s decisional behavior: a 
pessimistic attitude (whereby a risk aversion position will focus attention on the low-
est positive merged impacts of the action plan) vs. an optimistic attitude (whereby risk 
acceptance will focus attention on the most highly positive merged impacts). In both 
cases, we suppose that the merged negative impacts cannot be under rated. For exam-
ple, from an optimistic point of view, the merged effect can be defined as: 

�-(��) = max1∈345(1�) �-(�) and 0-(��) = max1∈346(1�) 0-(�),			 1 
While in a pessimistic approach: 

	�-(��) = min1∈345(1�) �-(�) and	0-(��) = max1∈346(1�)0-(�) 

where	�-9(��) = {a	 ∈ 	ap : �-(�) >0} and �-<(��) = {a	 ∈ 	ap : 0-(�) >0}. 

Then, the degree to which an action plan may affect a subset of criteria is yet to be 
defined. Let � ⊆  be a subset of criteria and �� an action plan. The resulting degree 
to which �� should contribute to the improvement of � while not deteriorating the 
other criteria in	\�  can be assessed, from a pessimistic point of view by: 

%#(��) = �min-∈# �- (��)	/>	∀	� ∈ \�	@�.(��) > 0.(��)	+A	�.
<(��) = ∅C

0	+*ℎ(AF/%(  , 

(respectively �max-∈# �- (��)	/>	∀	� ∈ \�	@�.(��) > 0.(��)	+A	�.<(��) = ∅C0	+*ℎ(AF/%(  from 

an optimistic point of view). 

More precisely �#(��) >0 if any criterion in �	is improved by	��, whereas no criteri-
on in \� is distracted2.  

Finally, max1��#(��) characterizes the highest degree to which criteria in I can be 

expected to be improved considering all possible action plans. Hence, the quantity 
%(�) = max1��#(��) is considered here as the assessment of the capacity to achieve 

improvement of �. 

                                                           
1 Considering 0-(��) = min1∈346(1�) 0-(�),			should be too permissive. 
2 In fact we believe that only the pessimistic point of view is a reasonable attitude to compute 
%#(��) since a conjunctive aggregation is necessary in order to guarantee that all criteria of 
I are expected to be improved. 



 
 

2.3 Qualitative characterization of the commitment to achieve a subset of 
criteria 

In this sub-section, we are interested in determining the criteria that should be im-
proved first to satisfy as much as possible the decision-maker expectations. For this 
purpose, we build a value function F� defined on the set of all the criteria	subsets 

�	of	, and that estimates the expected overall satisfaction the improvement of criteria 
in � would provide, knowing that the initial performances are given by the vector of 
performances	�G = (��G, ��G, … , ��G). In our qualitative multi-criteria framework, the 
overall satisfaction related to any vector of partial performances (��, ��, … , ��) is 
modeled as the qualitative aggregation of the	�- ’s performance on the ith criterion by 
the Sugeno integral. This operator both allows modeling the importance of criteria but 
also the preferential interactions among them. Let us start by recalling some notations 
concerning the Sugeno integral. 

Let L be an ordered qualitative scale with 1H its highest value and 	0H its lowest value. 
A function I: 2K → M is called a fuzzy measure if it satisfies the following conditions: 

1. I(∅) = 	0H 
2. I() = 1H 
3. I is monotonic non decreasing for inclusion, i.e., for any �, N ⊆  � ⊆ N ⇒

I(�) ≤ I(N). 
The monotonicity of I means that the weight of a subset of criteria cannot decrease 
when new criteria are added to it (see [9, 10] for further details).  
Let I be a fuzzy measure on	N	 taking values in the scale	M. Let consider a function 
>: ⟶ M, then the Sugeno integral of > with respect to I,	denoted �R(>) is given by: 

�R(>) = max�S-S�(min(>T(-), IU�T(-)V), 

where W is a permutation on  such that >T(�) ≤ >T(�) ≤ ⋯>T(�), and �T(-) =
{W(/), W(/ + 1), …W(�)}. 
This integral is monotone, and obviously presents a compromise behavior. It searches 
the importance exceeding a certain level, and then performs a compromise deal be-
tween the selected values. Another point of view is to see this combination as the 
disjunction of conjunctions. All the criteria, their interactions and their importance, 
are taken into account to assess the aggregated score of a given vector of elementary 
ratings [17, 18, 19]. 
Let us consider that the overall performance of the system is evaluated from criteria 
performances using a Sugeno integral operator with respect to the fuzzy measure	I: 
�R(�) = max�S-S�(min(�T(-), IU�T(-)V) where �- is the i th performance with a value 
in the same ordinal scale M = {0H , … , 1H}  as the capacity	I. By considering the set of 
criteria � and the initial vector of performances	�G, several vectors of performances 
�Z 	are possible improvements on	�. If �G = (��G, ��G, … , ��G), then any �Z =



 
 

(��Z, ��Z , … , ��Z) such that ∀/ ∈ �, �-Z > �[G is a possible improvement. Let us note 
�\�A+]*�^ the set of all these vectors such that �Z is obtained from 	�Z_� by increas-
ing each 	�-Z_� one step up (steps are the levels of L) for all the criteria in I. In other 
words, similarly to [6], only improvements obtained by progressing from �G to 1# 
along the diagonal of the |�|-cube are considered (where |�|denotes the cardinal of �) 
in order to be sure to improve all criteria in �. To each expected improvement �Z	is 
associated its overall performance	�R(�Z). Then, the expected overall performance in 
this qualitative framework of performance can be assessed by the median of the 
�R(�Z)a%. The median provides how worth it is improving criteria on � (the median is 
an associative qualitative compensatory aggregation operator [21]): 

	F�^(�) = \(b(�R(�G), �R(��), … �R(�c1d)), where �c1d = (1# , �K\#G ) . 
Note that the cardinal number of �\�A+]*�^ may be odd or even. Since in the last 

case the median consists of finding a value between the two middle points, such a 
choice depends on the decision maker’s attitude. A pessimistic attitude would take 
first middle point as the median, while an optimistic one would take the second point. 

2.4 Optimization problem in the qualitative setting 

Note that by construction, � ⊆ �a⟹ %#(��) ≥ %#g(��), ∀��,	and therefore %(�) ≥
s(Ia). In the other hand,  � ⊆ �a⟹ F�^(�) ≤ F�^(�′)  for a given initial performance 

vector	�G. Hence these two functions are respectively non-increasing and non-
decreasing with respect to	� (with respect to the inclusion relationship), and so coin-
cide at an optimal given �∗ solution of the optimization problem (1). Hence, the prob-
lem of searching the subset of criteria that are both profitable and achievable is equiv-
alent to the optimization problem (1) with s(I)	and 	F�^(�) as arguments. However 

precautions are necessary to properly process the inequality constraint of problem (1).  
In the case where these functions take their values in different ordered qualitative 
scales, a third ordered qualitative scale can be introduced where values have the se-
mantic of satisfaction degree or of possibility degree in order to draw the comparison 
of the inequality in (1). 
Solving this problem may be extremely hard with 2|3j| action plans and 2|K| subsets 
of criteria to search. The first thorny exponential problem comes from the computa-
tion of	%(�): heuristics have already been introduced in a branch and bound algorithm 
in [7] to compute %(�)	in a reasonable time. Further heuristics are needed to solve (1) 
while computing the minimum of %(�)′s values; they will be addressed in our future 
works. We give here just an overview of two heuristics. The first heuristic will be 
based on the inverse monotonicity of %(�) and	F�(�)(� ⊆ �a⟹ 	%(�) ≥ s(Ia)	and, � ⊆
�a⟹F�^(�) ≤ F�^(�′)		); a second heuristic will introduce lower and upper bounds 



 
 

for	%(�). In the following study case || and |�l| are small enough to perform ex-
haustively all the required computations.  

3 Design Application 

The following example has no validation ambition but aims at illustrating the pro-
posed approach. The robotic challenge Robafis is organized annually by the French 
association of Systems Engineering AFIS to promote Systems Engineering practice in 
engineers’ schools3. The scope of the challenge is for instance (Robafis_2013) to 
build an autonomous mobile robot able to compete with other robots and using some 
provided and imposed materials. Each robot is limited to a 0.3n\n cube and has to 
achieve the following mission as quickly as possible: to grasp and transport some 
various colored spheres between several stock devices spread over a plan playground. 
Some dark lines are drawn on the ground to guide the robot between stock devices. 
The autonomous robot was broken down into four sub-systems: a gripper device, 
sensors equipment, a rolling base, a control device. The programmable control device 
type is also imposed to the competitors. The physical alternatives (the possible robot 
configurations) depend on the design options and on the skills of each competitor. 
The preference model depends on the strategy followed by each competitor. The solu-
tion principles are resumed in Table 1. There are three principles for designing the 
gripper device, three for the rolling base and two for the sensors equipment. Thus, 
there are 18 actions plans to be compared, corresponding to the 3x3x2 admissible 
configurations.  

In this example an action is the choice of one element of the configuration, and an 
action plan is a configuration. 

3.1 Data of the application 

Four criteria are considered to decide between configurations: the sparsity of used 
components (Cr1), the robot speed capacity (Cr2), the reliability of the robot (Cr3), 
and the maintainability of the robot (Cr4). Taking into account the competition rules, 
Table 2 provides an example of competitors’ preferences between the criteria mod-
eled by a qualitative capacity function I: 2K → M	  where N = {1,2,3,4}, and L =
{0, a, b, c, d, e = 1H}; 0 means: not important at all and e means very important. Table 
3 presents, for each of the four criteria, the positive impact (denoted by “+”) or the 
negative impact (denoted by “-“) of each elementary technical choice on the satisfac-
tion level of each criteria. Furthermore a confidence degree in the fulfillment of such 
an impact is defined on the same qualitative scale L. 

                                                           
3 (http://www.robafis.fr/RobAFIS/Bienvenue.html). 



 
 

Table 1.   Solution principles 

Gripper device Rolling base Sensors equipment 
G1: Fork (taking the 
sphere from below) 

R1: Four wheels 
rolling base 

S1: two color sensors for following the 
dark lines, one light sensor for recog-
nizing the sphere color 

G2: Lateral gripper 
(pinching laterally 
the sphere) 

R2: Two wheel 
drive and one free 
wheel rolling base 

S2: one color sensor for following the 
dark line, one color sensor for recog-
nizing the sphere color 

G3:  Grapnel (taking 
over the sphere) 

R3: rolling base 
with tracks 

 

Table 2. Competitors’ Preferences: the qualitative capacity function values I(�) 

I I(�) I I(�) I I(�) I I(�) 
∅ 0 {C4}  a {C1,C3} b {C1,C3,C4} d 

{C1}  a {C1,C4} b (C2,C3) d {C2,C3,C4} d 

{C2}  a {C2, C4} c (C1,C2,C3) e {C1,C2,C3,C4} e 

{C1,C2} b {C1,C2,C4} d {C3}  b {C3, C4} b 

Table3. Impacts of configurations 

 Number of Pieces Speed Reliability Maintainability 
Cr1 Cr2 Cr3 Cr4 

G1: fork +e -a -b +e 

G2: gripper -b -a +d -a 
G3: graspel -d -a +c -d 
R1: 4wheels +e -c -d +c 
R2: 3 wheels -c +d +c -b 
R3: trackers -d +c -c -d 
S1: 2+1 -c +e +c -c 
S2: 1+1  +b -d -c +c 

 

It must be emphasized here that the approach differs from just aggregating sub-
criteria of multiple options and choosing the best one since actions may have positive 
or negative impacts on the criteria (it is a bipolar problem) and that Table 3 results 
from an analysis of a behavior model of the robot and describes the confidence the 
designers have in the impacts the actions may have on each partial performance. 

3.2 Computation of tuv  
Let’s consider some given initial performance vectors:  �G = (0	0	0	0), pGw =
(0	a	0	a), pGx = (0	d	b	c).	The Sugeno integral for each of these initial performance 



 
 

vectors are respectively: 	�R(pG) = 	0, 	�R(pGw) = 	a, �R(pGx) = 	d		with respect to 

the capacity defined in table 2. Hence, the values of the F�^4 for each initial perfor-

mance vectors are given in the Table 4: 

Table 4. F�^4(�) values for different initial performances �G4 

F�4/� {1} {1,2} {1,3} {1,4} {1,2,3} {1,2,4} {1,3,4} {1,2,3,4} 
F�^(�) a b b b c c c c 

F�^w(�) a b b b c c c c 

F�^x(I) c c d c d c d d 
 
F�4/� {2} {2,3} {2,4} {2,3,4} {3} {3,4} {4}  

F�^(�) a c c c b b a  

F�^w(�) a c c c b b a  

F�^x(�) c d c d d d c  

 

It can be easily checked in Table 4 that � ⊆ �a⟹F�^4(�) ≤ F�^4(�′) and F�^4 de-

pends on the initial performance: the higher the initial global performance value 
�R(�G4), the higher F�^4(�). As the configuration to be selected is the first design 

choice, we assume that the initial performance vector is the null vector (pG). Then, 
with such an initial vector, the Sugeno integral properties, the median operator and the 
ordinal scale L imply that Fz^ 	cannot exceed the value	). 

3.3 Computation of {(|) 
The values of the %(�)′% for each subset of criteria � are computed with an optimistic 
attitude (see section 2.2) and are given in Table 5: 

Table 5. %(�) values  

s / I {1} {2} {1,2} {3} {1,3} {2,3} {1,2,3} {4} 
%(�) e e e d d d d e 

 
s / I {1,4} {2,4} {1,2,4} {3,4} {1,3,4} {2,3,4} {1, 2,3,4} 
%(�) e e e c c c c 

Considering the initial performance	pG, %(�) takes its values on {), b, (}. The only 
valid coalitions �∗ that satisfy the inequality constraint of (1) are the coalition {2,4} 
and {1,2,4 } which happen to maximize, in this particular case both %(�) and F�ŵ(�). 
Thus, according to the competitors’ preference model defined in Table 4, the best 
strategy to follow is to build a robot with high speed and easily maintainable. Consid-



 
 

ering Table 3, the three configurations that improve �∗ and do not degrade the perfor-
mance on /�∗ are : a1={G1,R1,S2}, a2= {G1,R2,S2} and a3={G1,R3,S2}. The three 
rolling bases are acceptable at this stage of the design. A sensibility analysis has to be 
undergone in order to consolidate this configurations choice. Such analysis should be 
included in a wider risk analysis that should be the scope of further research work. 

4 Conclusion 

Dealing with new products or improving existing ones in today’s technology-driven 
markets present important risks. In the case of complex industrial systems, the num-
ber of constraints and goals rapidly becomes inextricable. Manufacturers are faced 
with an unprecedented rate of changes in their processes and practices. This challenge 
requires large forecasting capacities to produce challenging but achievable goals. In 
[15], we have proposed a model in a quantitative framework of performance to better 
manage the balance between strategic ambition and manufacturing realism. Neverthe-
less, the forecasts are yet compounded by the only imprecise or incomplete 
knowledge generally available in the conceptual phase of design. In this paper, we 
have proposed to reformulate the problem defined in [15] in a qualitative framework. 
This qualitative approach allows lifting the constraint encountered in [15]. It allows 
qualitative reasoning with a gradient like approach, which seems more consistent with 
the available knowledge during design phases. The case study of a design autonomous 
robot shows the necessity of considering simultaneously know-how and ambition in 
design project to set achievable goals. Identifying achievable goals necessitates a 
conjoint management of feasibility and ambition in their definition contrarily to [7] 
where they were sequentially managed. In future works, we will propose another 
point of view to this conjoint control issue. The idea is to integrate the capacity %(�) 
in the computation of 	F# in such a way that improvements are all the less credible 
than they require high level of know-how whereas improvements are all considered 
equally probable in the models of [7] and [15]. 
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